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Cover illustration
A column of gas and dust is slowly eroded away by light from 
nearby hot stars leaving small globules of dense gas (Evaporat
ing Gaseous Globules). The shadows of the EGGs protect the 
gas behind them, resulting in finger-like projections at the top of 
the cloud. Forming inside the EGGs are embryonic stars that 
abruptly stop growing when the EGGs are uncovered. Even
tually, stars emerge from EGGS as the EGGs themselves 
succumb to photoevaporation. Radiative stripping in a different 
context may explain the origin of the first extrasolar planetary 
system to be discovered (p. 123). Photo courtesy of the Hubble 
Space Telescope.

More Discrimination
Satisfying readers occupies most publications no 
matter what the format. The Editorial Board of Euro
physics News has discussed for some time the need 
for a readership survey. It was discouraged by the un
discriminating results of surveys carried out by similar 
publications showing that 25% of readers agreed with 
everything one did. Moreover, the context was rapidly 
evolving with the distribution to national society mem
bers as from last January, expansion of the Board to 
reflect the enlarged EPS membership, and the colla
boration with Springer-Verlag that sees the company 
taking over the production and distribution of Europhy
sics News as from the next issue.

Perhaps a more stable situation, a possible move of 
the EPS Secretariat to Mulhouse notwithstanding 
(p. 133), will make a readership survey worthwhile and 
indeed advisable. A recent survey by the Finnish 
Physical Society (FPS) of 400 of its some 1000 mem
bers indicates that there is now some hope that the 
results would reflect greater discrimination.

Of the (representative) 25% who replied, 98% and 
73% read the FPS bulletin and Europhysics News, 
respectively, 86% read the scholarly publication (pu
blished in collaboration with the Finnish Mathematical 
Society), and 25% regularly consulted the FPS WWW 
server for information. So the level of Interest was very 
high and variety much appreciated. Moreover, while 
some Items in the bulletin were read by over 70% of 
readers, others only interested some 20%.

It would be jumping to conclusions to say that the 
greater appreciation of a variety of formats and con
tent stems from the emergence of electronic publica
tions and information sources which emphasise the 
value of traditional forms by offering new ones. But 
something has changed in reader awareness.

Tracking changing tastes via surveys seems fea
sible; tracking publications themselves will become 
more difficult. The Society has recently taken some 
first steps by launching under Its EurophysNet 
umbrella a service called PhysDoc that generates a 
searchable Index of electronic documents (p. 135). 
The aim is to tune the system to find and point to the 
location of accessible documents, and not simply 
references, and to extend index building beyond 
physics departments in European universities. Such 
efforts are, of course, largely voluntary, with EPS 
providing the indispensable continuity that is often for
gotten in the rush to something new in the electronic
WOrld· P.G. Boswell
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